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Abstract

In position-based routing protocols, each node periodically transmits a short hello message (called beacon) to announce
its presence and position. Receiving nodes list all known neighbor nodes with their position in the neighbor table and
remove entries after they have failed to receive a beacon for a certain time from the corresponding node. In highly dynamic
networks, the information stored in the neighbor table is often outdated and does no longer reflect the actual topology of the
network causing retransmissions and rerouting that consume bandwidth and increase latency. An analysis on the possible
impact of beacons due outdated and inaccurate neighbor tables is needed. We quantify by analytical and simulation means
the possible performance loss and explore the limitations of position-based routing protocols which use beaconing. In highly
mobile ad-hoc networks, the delay can increase by a factor of 20. The neighbor table inaccuracy is the main source of
packet loss in uncongested networks. We propose and evaluate several concrete mechanisms to improve the accuracy of
neighborhood information, e.g., by dynamic adaptation of the timer values when beacons are broadcasted, and show their
effectiveness by extensive simulation.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A wireless mobile ad-hoc network operates with-
out any centralized administration and does not rely
on any fixed infrastructure. Instead the network is
completely self-organizing and the communication
is maintained on a peer-to-peer basis between
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the mobile hosts. If two hosts that wish to commu-
nicate are not within range, other intermediate
nodes act as relay stations. Due to the mobility of
the nodes, changes to the network topology may
be frequent and unpredictable. Furthermore, nodes
may suddenly be switched on/off, causing new links
to appear and established links to vanish. Routing
in such a dynamic environment is a difficult task
and has been subject of extensive research over the
past years. A lot of topology-based routing proto-
cols have been proposed that either establish routes
on-demand (e.g., AODV [1], DSR [2]) or proac-
tively maintain hop-by-hop information at each
node (e.g., OLSR [3], TBPRF [4]). In case of link
incidents, new routes need to be discovered and
.
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updated routing information needs to be distributed
causing interruptions and increased latency. Flood-
ing of control packets is costly in terms of battery
power and bandwidth.

Position information available at each node is
the key enabler for a new class of protocols, called
position-based routing protocols. Position-based
routing protocols exploit location information to
enhance routing and do no longer route packets
solely based on node IDs. Forwarding decisions
are based on absolute or relative position of the
current node (e.g., provided by GPS), the positions
of neighboring nodes (by receiving periodically
transmitted hello messages, called beacon) and
the destination (e.g., obtained via a location service
[5]). Each packet is routed independently at each
node and forwarded in a greedy manner to a neigh-
boring node that reduces the distance to the desti-
nation. If a node does not have any neighbor closer
to the destination, a recovery mechanism is applied
to recover from this local minimum. Many algo-
rithms hereby apply the famous face routing where
packets are routed according to the right-hand rule
on the faces of a locally extracted planar subgraph
[6]. These protocols are inherently more robust to
changes in the network topology than topology-
based routing protocols because in case of topol-
ogy changes they only require local rerouting by
simply selecting another neighbor as the next hop
if the previously selected neighbor is no longer
available. These protocols furthermore naturally
support geocasting. An overview of position-based
routing algorithms and location services can be
found e.g., in [7,8].

In position-based routing protocols, nodes peri-
odically broadcast beacons to announce their pres-
ence and location to their neighbors. Each node
stores all neighbors and their current positions in
a neighbor table. This table contains all nodes
within the transmission range from which it receives
beacons. If a node does not receive any beacon from
one of its neighbors within a certain time interval,
called neighbor time-out interval, the corresponding
node is considered to have left the transmission
range or is unreachable due to any other reason
and is deleted from the neighbor table. Routing of
packets is done based on the positions of nodes in
the neighbor table. One node is chosen as a next
hop according to the applied routing strategy, e.g.,
the node closest to the destination. Although
changes in the network topology do not induce
overhead in terms of control packets to inform
nodes about the changed topology such as in topol-
ogy-based routing protocols but only require local
modification of the neighbor table, inaccurate or
outdated neighborhood information may severely
affect position-based routing protocols. The reason
is that data packets may not be delivered to the next
hop or may be delivered to suboptimally located
neighbors.

We first evaluate purely deductively the possible
impact of inaccurate and outdated neighbor infor-
mation on the performance of position-based rout-
ing protocols. These considerations are supported
by theoretical analyses which show that outdated
neighbors are not the exception in dynamic net-
works. In a next step, we propose and simulate
two position-based protocols with always up-to-
date neighbor information which allow providing
a theoretical bound on the performance of posi-
tion-based protocols. In a third step, we evaluate
several optimizations to the beaconing mechanism
of position-based protocols that help to improve
their reliability and performance. These approaches
dynamically adapt the time interval between the
transmissions of beacons with respect to the
encountered mobility, use predication of future
position, and use a reactive beaconing to improve
neighbor table accuracy. The paper shows possible
limitations of position-based routing protocols
which make use of beaconing to obtain local neigh-
borhood information. The analysis of the impacts of
beaconing and possible ways to alleviate them gives
some insights to future solutions to these problems
and provides guidelines for researchers for improv-
ing the design of position-based routing protocols.

The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. These analytical and simulation results
indicate that improvements of neighbor information
are required and worthwhile and that position-
based routing protocols which make use of beacon-
ing to obtain local neighborhood information have
strong limitations. Section 2 gives a survey on
related work. In Section 3, we give an overview of
the possible direct and indirect effects caused by
the periodical broadcasting of beacons. We assess
analytically the impact of inaccurate and outdated
neighbor information on the performance of posi-
tion-based routing protocols in Section 4. In Section
5, we simulate a standard position-based protocol
over various scenarios to study the effects of out-
dated neighbor tables. In addition we propose and
evaluate several optimizations to improve their
accuracy. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2. Related work

To the best of our knowledge, most papers that
propose position-based routing protocols based on
beaconing do not analyze in depth the potential
impact of beaconing or inaccurate neighbor tables
on the performance. One notable exception is [9],
where the authors compared the packet delivery
ratio and routing overhead for different time inter-
vals between beacons. In the chosen scenario, it
was observed that the packet delivery ratio varied
only slightly for beacon intervals of 1 s and 1.5 s.
However when the beacon interval was set to 3 s,
the packets lost were approximately doubled caused
by the increased inaccuracy of the neighbor table.
Therefore, the related work discussed hereafter is
broadly classified into three groups. One group
includes algorithms that deal with link incidents
and ways to predict them in topology-based routing
protocols as outdated and inaccurate neighbor
tables in position-based routing protocols may be
considered as the analogue of link incidents in
topology-based protocols. The transmission of bea-
cons may be considered as simple location database
updates at neighboring nodes and the second group
of related work comprises various approaches that
deal with updating strategies of a location database
in both, mobile ad-hoc and also cellular networks.
Position-based routing protocols for mobile ad-
hoc networks that avoid beaconing completely fall
into the third group.

2.1. Link incidents in topology-based protocols

Several approaches are described in the literature
to mitigate the drawbacks of link incidents for
topology-based protocols. AODV [1] implements a
local route repair mechanism, which aims to replace
a particular broken link with an alternate path
between the two nodes minimizing the latency and
induced routing overhead of link incidents. In [10],
the expected lifetime of routes was investigated in
order to reschedule the route discovery before
actual link breakage to avoid the disruption of com-
munication. Unlike these protocols, several other
protocols were proposed that take the stability of
links and paths into account to minimize the num-
ber of link incidents in the first place. In [11], the
lifetime of a link is taken into account during route
discovery, whereas [12] considers feedback from the
link layer about signal strength as primary routing
metric. With such additional information, they were
able to reduce the number of route breaks by a fac-
tor of approximately two. In [13–15] results from
analytical derivations and observations made by
simulations are used to design new routing metrics
which favor more stable paths. The average route
lifetime could be increased by up to 50%. Based
on link availability estimations, a metric for path
selection in terms of reliability and resilience is
introduced in [16] and refined in [17]. The average
delay of a standard routing protocol could be
reduced from 45 ms to 24 ms and at the same time
the packet delivery ratio could be increased by
10%. If nodes are equipped with GPS receivers or
any other technology that provides absolute or
relative positions of nodes, information about the
velocity and direction are also often known. This
information can be used to estimate when a link will
break and to reconfigure routes in a timely fashion
[18]. Thereby the delivery ratio could be increased
by 15% and the control traffic significantly reduced
as fewer costly route discoveries were necessary.
Unlike [18], where GPS information is only applied
to maintain routes, [19] additionally makes use of
location information in the routing decision itself
to establish paths in a depth-first search way with
certain QoS requirements by estimating the connec-
tion time between two neighboring nodes. Factors
that influence the use of hello messages for deter-
mining link connectivity in topology-based proto-
cols were studied in [20].

2.2. Updating location databases

Even though beaconing was not explicitly studied
in ad-hoc networks, the determination of the ‘‘best’’
time when to update information stored at distant
databases was studied in other contexts for both,
cellular and ad-hoc, wireless networks. Basically
all cellular networks have to implement a location
management scheme to keep track of a node’s posi-
tion if it has moved to a new cell by updating a cen-
tral database. Numerous such location management
schemes were proposed for cellular networks in the
literature [21]. They differ in the frequency of updat-
ing the database, the criteria when a node sends an
update, when the entry in invalidated, etc. Location
management schemes for mobile ad-hoc networks
propose different mechanisms to store nodes’ posi-
tion since obviously no such fixed central data bases
as in cellular wireless network exist. In [22], a central
home region for each node, which can be derived
from a node’s identifier, is used to keep up-to-date
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position information. Nodes send their positions
periodically to their home region and all nodes
within the region store this information. A node
that wishes to contact another node sends a request
to the home region and receives a reply from any
node which has stored the position. In [5,23], each
node has multiple location servers distributed all
over the network. They rely on a quad-tree hierar-
chy to structure the network area where there is
one location server for each node at each hierarchy
level. In [5], each node sends its current position to
these location servers when it has moved a certain
distance, whereas in [23] this is done periodically.
Querying nodes can find the location server on the
nearest common hierarchy level to obtain a node’s
position. Haas and Liang [24] and Stojmenovic
and Vukojevic [25] proposed quorum-based loca-
tion update scheme where a quorum is defined as
a set of nodes. Nodes distribute their positions to
nodes in a ‘‘write’’ quorum and send requests about
other nodes’ locations to ‘‘read’’ quorums. The
algorithm ensures that two arbitrary read and write
quorums have a non-empty intersection and thus
the position of a node can always be provided. Gen-
eral dissemination and replication of data in ad-hoc
networks was studied in [26]. The authors propose
different strategies when to trigger updates. A fun-
damental difference of these approaches to the beac-
oning mechanism studied in this paper is that while
we consider the case of updating only neighboring
nodes frequently, the other approaches focus on
information that is transmitted infrequently to cer-
tain distant nodes. Another interesting location
management scheme was proposed in [27]. Each
node continuously samples its location and con-
structs a model of its movement. Nodes flood their
model through the network. Whenever a node’s dis-
tance from its actual location to its predicated loca-
tion in the model is larger then a certain threshold,
the updated predication model is flooded again in
the network. Similarly [28] studied the effects of
inaccurate location information caused by mobility
on position-based routing protocols and proposed
two mobility prediction schemes to mitigate these
problems.

2.3. Beacon-less position-based routing protocols

Lately several protocols have been proposed
which adopt a new paradigm for position-based uni-
cast routing [29–32]. In these protocols the next hop
is not determined as usually at the sender of a
packet, but instead they exploit the broadcast prop-
erty of the wireless medium to determine in a com-
pletely distributed way the next node after the
packet has been transmitted. Data packets are sim-
ply broadcasted by the sender without requiring any
knowledge of neighboring nodes and the protocol
takes care that just one of the receiving nodes
forwards the packet further. Optimized forwarding
is achieved by applying a concept of dynamic
forwarding delay. Consequently, the node among
all receiving nodes which computed the shortest
forwarding delay relays the packet first. This sub-
sequent forwarding is detected by the other nodes
and suppresses them to relay the same packet any
further. Unlike other position-based routing proto-
cols, those beacon-less protocols do not require
nodes to periodically broadcast hello-messages.
Therefore, they avoid drawbacks normally caused
through beaconing such as extensive use of scarce
battery-power and interferences with regular data
transmission. Simulation results also indicated that
these protocols provide efficient and robust routing
in highly dynamic mobile ad-hoc networks. Even in
highly dynamic scenarios where nodes toggle
between active/sleep several times a second [31] or
move at speed of 100 m/s [32], the delivery ratio
was still almost 100% and the delay was not signif-
icantly higher than for complete static scenarios. On
the other hand, some new problems occur through
this beacon-less routing mechanism. In these proto-
cols, packets are frequently duplicated in case of
irregular transmission ranges. A forwarding node
may not overhear the forwarding of other neighbors
due to obstacles or interferences and thus transmit
another copy of the same packet.

3. Qualitative assessment of beaconing

In this section, we discuss the impact of beacon-
ing on the performance of routing protocols and on
the overall network. In the following sections, these
considerations will then be also evaluated analyti-
cally and quantitatively through simulations.

The periodic broadcasting of beacons has several
drawbacks such as unnecessary utilization of net-
work resources and interferences with regular data
packets. As beaconing is a proactive component of
position-based routing, it is performed indepen-
dently of actual data traffic. Even in cases where
no data is transmitted, nodes constantly broadcast
beacons to update their neighbors. We can distin-
guish between direct and indirect impacts of
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beaconing. We classify the effects that are caused by
the transmissions of beacons such as the addition-
ally consumed energy and bandwidth as direct
impacts. Indirect impacts comprise all effects that
are not caused by transmission of beacons them-
selves, but by the information distributed through
the beacons. Routing protocols rely on this infor-
mation and may take wrong or suboptimal forward-
ing decision due to the fact that nodes do not have
complete accurate topology information about their
neighborhood as beacons are broadcasted only
periodically. Thus, if nodes are mobile or the topo-
logy changes due to any other reason, the topology
as perceived by the nodes never corresponds to the
actual topology. Inaccurate position information
provided by GPS or other position services may
further increase the deviation. Even though, the
indirect impacts are perhaps less obvious, the per-
formance may degrade even more than with the
direct effects in terms of increased delay, wasted
bandwidth and battery power.

3.1. Direct impacts

We can observe several direct impacts of beacon-
ing. First, additional energy is used to transmit,
receive, and process the beacons. Second, beacons
interfere with regular data transmissions and thus
increase the number of collisions and subsequent
retransmissions, if there is no separate signaling
channel. This not only reduces the available band-
width, but at the same time also increases the delay
and the congestion in the network. Third, beaconing
introduces control overhead. A part of the band-
width is used for this control traffic and not avail-
able for user data.

We briefly discuss in more detail the effects of
beaconing on the power consumption in more detail
as power consumption is very critical factor in ad-
hoc networks. Major sources of energy consump-
tion for wireless devices were identified in [33–35].

• The fixed costs of sending a packet are large com-
pared to the incremental costs for larger packets.

• Receiving a message causes high costs. If a mes-
sage is received by several neighbors, the total
costs of receiving the message may be much lar-
ger than for sending it.

• After having received the packet header, a node
can determine if it is the intended receiver and
can discard the packet otherwise. Discarding is
a strategy that allows nodes entering a sleep
mode for the duration of the transmission of a
packet if it is not the intended receiver. Thus,
receiving a packet, passing it to the protocol
stack and processing it costs generally much
more than just discarding it at the network
interface.

• A node receiving and processing packets destined
for other nodes wastes a substantial amount of
energy. This is called overhearing, which is, e.g.,
the case if nodes operate in promiscuous mode.

• Idle listening where a node just listens to the
medium to receive possible traffic that is not sent
causes high costs too.

Let us briefly consider the costs of beaconing in
terms of energy consumption based on these facts.
Due to startup costs, the transmission of beacons
is costly even though beacons are small packets.
Furthermore, beacons are always broadcasted such
that all neighbors receive and need to process the
packets and cannot discard them. Many protocols
propose to piggy-back beacons on data packets to
reduce the total number of transmitted packets.
But, it may even increase the power consumption
as piggy-backing requires nodes to process every
received packet. This also includes unicast packets
addressed to other nodes, such that packets can
no longer be discarded at the network interface.
Furthermore, in scenarios with little data traffic,
nodes have to listen to the medium only to receive
beacons and can enter less frequently power saving
sleep states, which strongly depends on the
used MAC protocol however. In view of these
results, we may conclude that protocols that use
beaconing are highly suboptimal in terms of power
consumption.

3.2. Indirect effects

In position-based routing protocols, nodes for-
ward packets based on the perceived topology,
which typically does not correspond to the actual
topology, because nodes have moved since their last
beacon transmission. Neighbor tables actually do
not correspond to the physical topology and are
always inaccurate, except for static networks.

We can broadly distinguish between three kinds
of inaccuracies. First, nodes are listed in the neigh-
bor table with inaccurate positions, but they are still
within the transmission range. Second, a node
moved into the transmission range, but it is not
visible since no beacon was received yet. These
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two scenarios have only minor effects on the routing
protocol. The routing protocol may take subopti-
mal decisions and not forward packets over the
best-located neighbor.

The third scenario has a much stronger impact
when nodes are wrongly listed in the neighbor table
even though they moved out of transmission range
since their last beacon transmission. If such an
unreachable node is chosen by the routing protocol
as the next hop, the MAC protocol will not be able
to deliver the packet. After several retransmission
attempts, the MAC protocol either drops the
packet or notifies the routing protocol of the failed
delivery and passes the packet back to the routing
protocol. The routing protocol in turn selects a dif-
ferent next hop and hands the packet over to the
MAC protocol again. This process is repeated until
the packet can be delivered eventually to the next
hop. Rerouting increases the delay, reduces the
effective available bandwidth, and consumes energy
for retransmissions. If IEEE 802.11b is used, pack-
ets are retransmitted up to seven times before the
MAC layer gives up and assumes the next hop to
be unreachable. Therefore we can roughly estimate
that the effective used bandwidth is maximally one
seventh of the total available bandwidth during the
time a node tries to deliver a packet to an unreach-
able neighbor. As the retransmission timing
depends greatly on the contention, i.e., on the
number of active neighboring nodes, especially in
multihop MANETs, the ratio between actually
used and available bandwidth can become even
worse.

Furthermore, the power consumption can also be
increased significantly depending on the ratio
between sending/receiving/idle/sleep. In order to
roughly estimate the induced delay, we consider
having IEEE 802.11 on the MAC layer. For each
failed transmission the contention window is dou-
bled, starting at a size of 31 up to a maximum of
1023 times the slot time of 20 ls. A node uniformly
chooses a backoff time from the contention window
for the next transmission. If all seven retransmis-
sions fail because the next hop is out of transmission
range, the expected delay is 31þ63þ���þ1023þ1023

2
�

20 ls � 30 ms. Note that this additional delay of
30 ms is introduced for every selected unreachable
neighbor, which can happen multiple times at each
node before the packet is successfully delivered at
the next node. This also applies for the additionally
used bandwidth and energy consumption as stated
above. When we refer to neighbor table inaccuracy,
we often only refer to this third scenario, which has
by far the most severe consequences.

We furthermore mentioned typically mobility as
the only source of inaccuracy of the neighbor tables.
But basically any kind of topology changes have the
same effect either caused by nodes that toggle into
and out of sleep states, obstacles moving between
nodes, interferences, adjustment of transmission
and reception parameters, etc. Throughout this
paper, we consider speed as a proxy for any kind
of topology changes.

Topology changes are not the only source of
inaccurate neighbor tables. In addition, other fac-
tors contribute to the inaccuracy. Beacons are
broadcasted and most MAC layer protocols do
neither require nor provide acknowledgments for
broadcast transmissions such that the delivery is
not guaranteed. Furthermore, many position-based
routing protocols apply a greedy forwarding strat-
egy where packets are forwarded to neighbors close
to the destination [36,9,37]. Therefore, the chosen
neighbor is close to the boundary of the transmis-
sion range. This increases the probability that the
node will soon become unreachable. A third factor
is that the neighbor time-out interval is often set
to a multiple of the beacon interval to avoid that
nodes are constantly inserted and removed from
the neighbor table if one or two beacons are lost.
This longer neighbor time-out interval further
increases the probability that a neighbor has mean-
while left the transmission range and is no longer
available. There are also more practical factors that
contribute to inaccurate neighbor tables. Packets
transmitted at lower rates typically use more robust
modulation schemes and thus can be still decoded at
farther distances than packets transmitted at a
higher rate. Krco and Dupcinov [38] observed that
IEEE 802.11b cards transmit broadcast packets
constantly at 2 Mbps whereas unicast packets can
be transmitted at higher rates. Thus, the set of
neighbors may vary for beacons and data packets.

4. Analytical evaluation

After having discussed reasons for outdated and
inaccurate neighbor tables and possible implica-
tions, we would like to analytically estimate the like-
lihood of the occurrence of such events. We use the
unit disk graph network model, i.e., a fixed isotropic
transmission range with radius 1 for all nodes and
an unbound simulation area. Nodes are distributed
according to a Poisson point process of constant
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spatial intensity and move according to the random
waypoint model with zero pause time, i.e., nodes
choose randomly some destination and move there
with a constant speed chosen uniformly in the inter-
val [vmin,vmax]. The reason for an unbound area is to
simplify our analysis by having a uniform moving
direction of the nodes in the interval [0,2p], a uni-
form distribution of the nodes, and travel distances
independent of the nodes’ locations. All these condi-
tions do not hold in the standard random waypoint
model [39]. Furthermore, we assume that nodes do
not change their direction or speed for the time
interval under consideration, i.e., the neighbor
time-out interval, to simplify the analysis. As this
time interval is short and only in the order of a
few seconds, this assumption is reasonable for real-
istic movement patterns. We consider two nodes A

and B within each others transmission range and
calculate the probability that they leave each others’
transmission range within a certain time interval t,
namely the neighbor time-out interval. The crucial
point in the derivation is to notice that instead of
having both nodes moving, we assume node B being
static and node A moving with their relative speed
vector. This assumption is valid as nodes move inde-
pendently of each other and have symmetric trans-
mission ranges. Therefore, we first derive the
expected value of the difference of two arbitrary
speed vectors in the used mobility model. Finally,
we calculate the size of the area that was covered
by a node’s transmission range and is no longer
when the node moves at the expected relative speed
for the time interval t. The size of this area to the
overall transmission range is the probability that a
neighbor has left the transmission range.

4.1. Probability density function of the speed

We derive the probability density function fS of
the nodes’ speed if they choose uniform randomly
a speed in the interval [vmin,vmax]. For the probabil-
ity density function fS of the speed s, the following
holds trivially by definition of the probability
density functionZ vmax

vmin

fSðsÞds ¼ 1:

Since the distance to the next waypoint is indepen-
dent of the speed, we may assume without loss of
generality that all trips have the same distance, say
1. Because a trip with a smaller speed takes inverse
proportionally longer than the same trip at a higher
speed, we have that fS(s) must be proportional to 1/s
in the interval [vmin,vmax] and 0 otherwise. We
immediately have for a certain constant k thatZ vmax

vmin

k
s

ds ¼ 1;

which yields by integration and some algebra

k ¼ 1

ln
vmax

vmin

� � :

Thus, fS is

fSðsÞ ¼

1

s ln
vmax

vmin

� � vmin 6 s 6 vmax;

0 otherwise:

8><
>: ð1Þ

From (1), we obtain the expected average node
speed E(vmin,vmax).

Eðvmin; vmaxÞ ¼
Z vmax

vmin

s � 1

s � ln vmax

vmin

� �ds

¼ vmax � vmin

ln
vmax

vmin

� � : ð2Þ
4.2. Relative speed of two nodes

Let the speed vectors ~a;~b of two arbitrary nodes
be given in polar coordinates as (sa,a) and (sb,b)
with sa, sb 2 [vmin,vmax] and a,b 2 [0,2p]. The rela-
tive speed vector ~a�~b in Cartesian coordinates is
given by

~a�~b ¼ sa cosðaÞ � sb cosðbÞ; sa sinðaÞ � sb sinðbÞð Þ:

The velocity of the relative speed vector is the norm
of ~a�~b which is

j~a�~bj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2

a þ s2
b � 2sasb cosða� bÞ

q
:

We do not need to consider the corresponding angle
of~a�~b as the transmission ranges are isotropic and
moving directions are uniform over the whole inter-
val [0,2p]. It is well known that for a random vector
X = (X1, . . . ,Xn) with the joint density function
fX(x) and a function u : Rn! R, the expected value
is

EuðXÞ¼
Z 1

�1
. . .

Z 1

�1
uðx1; . . . ;xnÞfXðx1; . . . ;xnÞdx1 . . . dxn:
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If the Xi are independent, we have that

EuðXÞ ¼
Z 1

�1
. . .

Z 1

�1
uðx1; . . . ; xnÞf1ðx1Þ . . .

� fnðxnÞdx1 . . . dxn;

where the fi are the probability density functions of
Xi.

Thus, the expected value Erel(vmin,vmax) for the
norm j~a�~bj, which is the expected relative speed
of two arbitrary nodes, is given by

Erelðvmin; vmaxÞ ¼
Z vmax

vmin

Z vmax

vmin

Z 2p

0

Z 2p

0

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2

a þ s2
b � 2sasb cosða� bÞ

q
� fSðsaÞfSðsbÞfAðaÞfBðbÞdadb dsa dsb;

where fS is the density function of the speed as given
in (1) and fA, fB are the density functions of a and b,
respectively. As the moving direction of nodes is
uniform in the interval [0, 2p], we have that
fAðaÞ ¼ fBðbÞ ¼ 1

2p.
We can simplify this formula by substituting

a � b by c. The probability density function fC of
c = a � b is given by

fCðcÞ ¼
2p� j c j

4p2
0 6j c j6 2p;

0 otherwise:

8<
: ð3Þ

This yields for the expected relative speed
Erel(vmin,vmax) the following integral where sa, sb

and c are distributed according to fS in (1) and fC
in (3), respectively.

Erelðvmin; vmaxÞ ¼
Z vmax

vmin

Z vmax

vmin

Z 2p

�2p

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2

aþ s2
b� 2sasbcosðcÞ

q
fSðsaÞfSðsbÞfCðcÞdc dsa dsb.

Unfortunately, we cannot solve this integral analyt-
ically and give the values obtained by numerical
integration for some specific speed intervals in
Table 1. We can observe for example that even
though a speed interval of [1 m/s, 40 m/s] seems to
Table 1
Expected speed for different vmin and vmax

vmin

[m/s]
vmax

[m/s]
Erel(vmin,vmax)
[m/s]

E(vmin,vmax)
[m/s]

1 10 5.69 3.91
1 20 9.64 6.34
1 40 16.68 10.57
10 20 18.83 14.43
10 40 29.55 21.64
be a very high node mobility scenario, the expected
average speed E(vmin,vmax) of the nodes is only
about 10 m/s, because most nodes move slower than
the arithmetic middle of 20.5 m/s. On the other
hand, the expected relative speed Erel(vmin,vmax) is
approximately the arithmetic middle and approxi-
mately 50% higher than the expected speed
E(vmin,vmax) of one single node.

4.3. Size of uncovered area

We want to determine the size of the area A(r,d)
that was initially covered of a node’s transmission
range and is no longer after it has moved a certain
distance d from A to A 0 where r is the transmission
radius. The size of the area A(r,d) is depicted in
Fig. 1.

We immediately obtain for the size of A(r,d)
above the x-axis, which is just half the size of
A(r,d), that

Aðr; dÞ
2
¼
Z r

�d
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 � x2
p

dx�
Z �dþr

�d
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 � ðxþ dÞ2

q
dx;

which yields by integration

Aðr; dÞ
2
¼ d

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 � d2

4

s
þ r2 arcsin

d
2r

� �

and finally we obtain for A(r,d)

Aðr; dÞ ¼ d
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4r2 � d2

p
þ 2r2 arcsin

d
2r

� �
: ð4Þ
4.4. Probability of outdated entries in

neighbor table

We can now calculate the probability p that a
node B is no longer within transmission range of a
rAA’

d

"Uncovered" Area

Fig. 1. Area uncovered if node moves from A to A 0.
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node A after t as follows. The given speed inter-
val immediately yields the expected relative speed
Erel(vmin,vmax). We obtain the expected distance,
which a node moves relative to any arbitrary other
node within t, by multiplying Erel with t. From the
expected distance d and the transmission range r,
we immediately obtain A(r,d) from (4), i.e., the size
of the area uncovered within the neighbor time-out
interval t. As node B is static and uniformly and
independently distributed, the probability p that B

is out of transmission range after node A has moved
to A 0 equals the ratio of A(r,d) to the size of the
whole transmission range r2p

p ¼ Aðr; dÞ
r2p

¼ Aðr;Erelðvmin; vmaxÞ � tÞ
r2p

:

In other words, with a probability p an entry in the
neighbor table is not valid and corresponds to a
node, which is no longer available, i.e., p is also
the percentage of invalid entries in the neighbor
table. In Fig. 2 the respective values are exemplary
given for transmission radii of r = 250 m and
r = 100 m and different speed intervals.

Even for a large r = 250 m and for slow
vmax = 10 m/s, the percentage of outdated entries
is in the order of 10% for time-out intervals of 5 s
or more. For very high-speed scenarios with
vmax = 40 m/s and long time-out intervals of 10 s,
we may expect more than 40% of the nodes listed
in the neighbor table to be actually unreachable.
We can observe that the number of outdated neigh-
bors is almost inverse proportional to the transmis-
sion radius. A 2.5 times smaller transmission radius
yields an about 2.5 times higher probability p. A
similar proportionality also holds for the relative
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Fig. 2. Expected percentage of outdated neighbors.
speed Erel and the number of outdated neighbors.
This rough estimation of the percentage of outdated
neighbor entries does not account for other factors
such as discussed in Section 3. The probability for
an entry in the routing table to become outdated
depends also on the distance to the respective node,
which was not considered in the analysis. Therefore,
as a routing protocol typically selects a next hop
close to the boundary of the transmission range,
the percentage of unreachable next hops selected
by the routing protocol will be even higher.

The periodical broadcasting of beacons may also
result in neighbors that remain undetected for a cer-
tain time. The probability that neighboring nodes
exist which are unknown and thus not listed in the
neighbor table can be calculated completely analo-
gously. For symmetry reasons, the size of the area
which is newly covered by a node’s transmission
range equals the previously calculated size of the
uncovered area A(r,d). The only difference is that t
is no longer the time-out interval but the beacon
interval. As the beacon interval is normally much
shorter, the number of undiscovered neighbors is
only a fraction of the number of outdated
neighbors.

These considerations give an indication for the
severeness of the problem of inaccurate neighbor
tables, which occur frequently and have a non-neg-
ligible impact on the performance of position-based
routing protocols. This also provides justification to
reconsider position-based routing protocols and try
to assess the impact by simulations and evaluate
simple optimizations, which help to improve the
accuracy of neighbor tables.

5. Simulations

In this section, we simulate a standard position-
based routing protocol over various scenarios.
Based on the results, we propose and evaluate sev-
eral optimizations. In a first step, we identify an
appropriate simulation scenario, which produces
significant results and permits to assess more easily
the goodness of the optimizations. Afterwards, we
evaluate the performance of two optimal routing
protocols, which have completely accurate neighbor
tables by using the global simulator data and thus
never select unreachable nodes as next hops. The
significantly better performance provides justifica-
tion to propose and evaluate possible optimizations,
whose objectives are the improvement of the neigh-
bor table accuracy.
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5.1. Parameters and scenarios

GFG [36] and the latter published GPSR [9],
which extends GFG by MAC-layer enhancements,
are perhaps the most well-known position-based
routing protocols. We refer to these algorithms
together as GFG/GPSR in this paper. In all simula-
tions we used GFG/GPSR as the underlying posi-
tion-based routing protocol. A packet is routed in
a greedy manner towards the position of the desti-
nation. Each node selects that node from its neigh-
bor table which is geographically closest to the
packet’s destination. This process is repeated until
the packet reaches the destination. If a node does
not have any neighbor closer to the destination, it
enters a recovery mode and the packet is routed
according to the right-hand rule with face routing
[6]. Right-hand routing is only performed on the
faces of a locally extracted planar subgraph to avoid
loops. In accordance with the parameter values cho-
sen in [9], the beacon interval and the neighbor time-
out interval are set to 1.5 s and 6.75 s respectively.
As also proposed in [9], we implemented changes
in the MAC layer protocol to optimize routing
and make IEEE 802.11 more robust in mobile wire-
less scenarios. The most important optimization is
that a packet is not dropped if it cannot be deliv-
ered, but handed back to GFG/GPSR for rerout-
ing. Even if we use other more sophisticated
position-based protocols, which were shown to per-
form better than GFG/GPSR such as GOAFR [37],
GOAFR+ [40] GRA [41], they would suffer from
the similar performance degradation as they also
rely on neighbor information provided by beacons
to forward packets greedily. GOAFR and
GOAFR+ basically enhance the right-hand routing
of GFG/GPSR by a bounding ellipse and circle,
respectively, restricting the searchable area. On the
other hand, GRA does not only take locally optimal
decision. A node forwards a packet to the closest
node to the destination among all nodes it is aware
of, i.e., this also includes nodes that are more than
one-hop away. If such a node is not found in its
routing table, the node initiates a route discovery
protocol.

The simulations were conducted using the Qual-
net network simulator [42] and the results are aver-
aged over eight simulation runs. Radio propagation
is modeled with the isotropic two-ray ground reflec-
tion model and random packet loss is not included.
The transmission power is set to 15 dBm and the
receiver sensitivity to �81 dBm corresponding to a
nominal transmission range of 250 m. We use IEEE
802.11b DCF with RTS/CTS operating at a rate of
2 Mbps on the MAC layer. RTS/CTS is often used
in wireless multihop networks because it is com-
monly assumed to alleviate the hidden node prob-
lem. However, in the view of the results from [43],
there arise some doubts regarding these assump-
tions. The nodes are placed in a rectangular area
of 600 m · 3000 m. The simulations last for 900 s
and the nodes move according to the random way-
point mobility model. We implemented the station-
ary distribution of the random waypoint model as
described in [44]. Thereby the simulations do not
need an initial warm-up phase to reach a stable
state.

In order to avoid possible synchronization of
beacons between neighboring nodes [45], the bea-
cons are randomly jittered by 50% of the respective
beacon interval. The interface queue length is set to
1500 bytes. We have one Constant Bit Rate (CBR)
traffic flow with 64 byte packets at a rate of 2 pack-
ets per second between a randomly selected source
and destination. We choose this low traffic scenario
to prevent congestion and interference in order to
isolate the effects of inaccurate neighbor tables on
the routing protocol.

We first conducted several simulations with the
standard GFG/GPSR protocol, i.e., with a beacon
interval and neighbor time-out interval of 1.5 s
and 6.75 s respectively and without any optimiza-
tions. Thereby we are able to identify a highly
challenging scenario such that the impact of the
proposed optimizations can be observed more
easily. In Figs. 3 and 4, the delivery ratio and the
average end-to-end delay are depicted for a speed
interval of [1 m/s, 40 m/s]. The minimum speed
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was set to 1 m/s as for a minimum speed of 0, the
average speed of the nodes also approaches 0 [46].
We also ran simulations with a speed interval of
[1 m/s, 20 m/s]. The results showed the same trends
with the difference that the delay and the packet loss
rate were about 30% and 50% lower respectively. As
already previously mentioned, there are three rea-
sons why we decided to use this high-speed interval.
First, even though the speed interval may seem high,
the average speed of the nodes is only approxi-
mately 10 m/s. Secondly, we wanted to have a chal-
lenging scenario for the routing protocol to observe
more clearly and definitely the differences in the
results. And finally, we consider mobility as a proxy
for any kind of topology changes, which could also
be caused by sleep cycles of nodes, interferences,
adjustment of transmission and reception parame-
ters, etc. as discussed in Section 3.

As expected, the performance suffers in case of
low pause times for all different kind of node densi-
ties. The pause time is the time that a node remains
stationary between two consecutive trips. The opti-
mum is for 200 nodes what is approximately 111
nodes per square kilometer which is also the node
density used in [9]. In case of 100 nodes, the density
is too low and GFG/GPSR is not able to achieve a
high packet delivery ratio because the network is
temporarily disconnected and also because face
routing is often applied to forward packets, which
then may loop. We observed that in highly mobile
networks, a large fraction of the dropped packets
is due to cycles when face routing is applied in
recovery mode. Actually, face routing only guaran-
tees delivery for static networks. The shorter end-to-
end delay with 100 nodes is because packets routed
over longer paths with longer delays are more likely
to be dropped when face routing is applied. Packets
received at the destination have often traveled only
short paths and thus show a short delay. More sur-
prisingly is the fact that the performance also suffers
with a higher node density of 400 nodes. The reason
is that the selected next hop is generally farther
away and thus has a higher probability of having
left the transmission range causing wrong routing
decisions. Therefore, we choose to run all following
comparative simulations with 400 nodes in a speed
interval of [1 m/s,40 m/s] and a pause time of 0 s,
unless given otherwise.

5.2. Optimal position-based routing

We first evaluate two protocols, called BNU
(Beacons Not Used) and BL (Beacon Less), which
use completely accurate neighborhood information
provided by global data of the simulator to deter-
mine the next hop. We only use them in order to
obtain a ‘‘theoretical’’ limit about the possible
performance gain if beaconing of position-based
routing is optimized. Except for these accurate
neighbor tables, BNU and BL are identical to
GFG/GPSR. This enables us to do a kind of
‘‘best-case’’ simulation analysis for position-based
routing. These optimal protocols allow assessing
explicitly the impact of inaccurate neighbor tables
and beaconing on the performance. In BNU, nodes
broadcast beacons as with GFG/GPSR, but the
position information obtained via these beacons is
not used, but taken from the global data. Compar-
ing BNU and GFG/GPSR, we can quantify the
influence of inaccurate and outdated neighbor
tables. In BL on the other hand, the beacon mecha-
nism is disabled completely. The performance differ-
ence between BNU and BL is an indicator for the
performance loss solely due to the additional traffic
caused by beacons, e.g., by collisions with data
packets.

The end-to-end delay and the number of retrans-
mitted RTS packets on the MAC layer are depicted
in Fig. 5. An RTS packet is transmitted by the
source prior to the data packet transmission to mit-
igate the hidden node problem in IEEE 802.11 [47].
The intended receiver acknowledges the RTS with a
CTS packet. Afterwards the actual data packet is
transmitted by the source and acknowledged by
the receiver. An RTS retransmission occurs if the
source does not receive the CTS from the next
hop within a certain time-out interval. In our
scenario with very little traffic, RTS and CTS should
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not collide with other packets. Thus, RTS retrans-
missions are an indication for the unavailability of
the next hop. If the routing protocol selects an
unavailable next hop, the MAC layer protocol
retransmits seven RTS before giving up the delivery
of the packet and handing the packet back to the
routing protocol. Consequently, RTS retransmis-
sions are a direct indication for the accuracy of
the neighbor tables. Fig. 5(c) and (d) show the same
results as Fig. 5(a) and (b) on a different scale for
clarity reasons, as the difference between BL and
BNU are hardly visible. The delivery ratio for both
protocols, BL and BNU, was always 100% and thus
not shown. Only very infrequently one packet was
lost due to temporary network partition caused by
the mobility of the nodes. The delay of BNU and
BL is approximately 10 ms independent of the pause
time. This is much shorter than of the GFG/GPSR
with delays between 60 ms and 210 ms. The much
higher end-to-end delay of GFG/GPSR is directly
correlated with the number of retransmitted RTS
packets, where up to 60,000 RTS packets are sent.
As an unreachable neighbor causes seven retrans-
missions, we can assume 60,000/7 ’ 8600 wrong
routing decisions, where the next hop was not avail-
able. With 1400 packets transmitted in total, each
packet is tried approximately 8600/1400 ’ 6 times
to be routed to an unavailable neighbor. Each of
these wrong routing decisions adds on average
30 ms delay as seen before. Thus, 6 Æ 30 ms ’ 180 ms
of the total end-to-end delay is caused by wrong
routing decisions due to the outdated neighbor
tables. On the other hand, we did not observe any
RTS retransmissions for BL and only very few for
BNU. The reason is that no unreachable nodes
are listed in the neighbor table and packets are
always routed to neighbors within transmission
range. The few RTS retransmissions for BNU are
due to collisions of RTS packets with beacons.
These retransmissions are also the reason for the
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10% higher delay of BNU compared to BL. The
delay of the two optimal protocols remains almost
constant for all mobility rates. These results indicate
that outdated neighbor tables do not only cause
long delays but are also a main reason for packet
loss in uncongested networks. For all position-
based protocols, which only use local information
to forward packets, the delivery ratio and the delay
of the two optimal protocols provide an upper and
lower bound, respectively. We may therefore con-
clude from the results in Fig. 5(a) and (b) that bad
entries in the routing table cause much delay,
whereas Fig. 5(c) and (d) show that the impact of
the transmission of beacons itself is not bad and
only causes very little performance loss.

These results also provide justification to investi-
gate in more depth approaches to increase the accu-
racy of the neighbor tables of GFG/GPSR, because
the performance gap to protocols without wrong
forwarding decisions is significant. A number of
possible approaches are described and evaluated in
the following sections. In a first step, we simply
study the performance of different fixed beacon
and neighbor time-out intervals. Then, we improve
the accuracy of neighbor information by adapting
the beacon interval according to the nodes’ mobil-
ity. In a third approach, nodes close to the bound-
ary are not considered neighbors as they have the
highest risk to become outdated. The forth
approach adds additional information to the bea-
cons such that nodes can estimate future positions
of neighbors. In a last approach, we make beacon-
ing reactive. A node requests its neighbors to trans-
mit a beacon only when it has a packet to send. For
reason of simplicity, each approach is considered
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separately, even though it is possible to use them
in combination.

5.3. Time-based beacon intervals

We try to assess the impact of different purely
time-based beacon intervals B and neighbor time-
out intervals D on the performance, i.e., all nodes
have the same beacon and time-out intervals during
the whole simulation independent of their speed,
location, etc. We denote the ratio of the neighbor
time-out D to the beacon interval B as k. Similar
simulations were conducted in [9] where it was
found that the values B = 1.5 s and D = 6.75 s are
appropriate for GFG/GPSR. Many other authors
also have chosen such high ratios k. In our simula-
tions, we did not only want to study the impact of a
longer or shorter beacon interval, but also the
impact of the ratio k between beacon and time-out
interval. The obtained simulation results for k = 2
and k = 4.5 are given in Fig. 6.

The time between two consecutive beacons can
be up to 2 Æ B due to the 50% jitter, the time needed
by IEEE 802.11 to acquire the medium, and the
transmission delay. For shorter time-out intervals
than 2 Æ B, nodes could be removed from the neigh-
bor table between two consecutive beacons errone-
ously even when no beacons were missed. The
results indicate that a smaller beacon interval gener-
ally increases the reliability of packet delivery at the
destination. A shorter neighbor time-out interval
increases the delivery ratio and at the same time also
decreases the end-to-end delay. The best results are
achieved with B = 1 s and D = 2 Æ B. The prolonga-
tion of the beacon and the time-out intervals
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degrades the performance significantly. Shorter
intervals however incur additional network load
and power consumption by the higher frequency
of broadcasted beacons. A pure time-based
approach to improve neighbor table accuracy has
therefore several shortcomings. On one hand, inter-
vals may be too short and induce unnecessary trans-
missions if nodes are almost immobile or the
network is congested. On the other hand, the inter-
val may be too long for highly dynamic networks
with fast moving nodes causing nodes to forward
packets frequently to unreachable neighbors, e.g.,
two nodes on the highway heading in opposite
directions may only be within the transmission
range for a few seconds. In the following, we try
to cope with these circumstances by making the bea-
con and time-out intervals adaptive to the move-
ment and the speed of the nodes.

5.4. Adaptive beacon intervals

We evaluate two approaches based on traveled
distances and nodes speeds. They improve the accu-
racy of the node positions in the neighbor table by
adapting the interval between beacons B and as well
the neighbor time-out interval D.

5.4.1. Distance
In the distance-based approach, a beacon is sent

whenever a node has moved a given distance d, a
‘‘beacon distance’’, since its last transmission. Fur-
thermore, we introduce two different methods to
determine the neighbor time-out interval. The first
one follows the same idea as the time-based
approach, i.e., a simple fixed ratio between beacon
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Fig. 7. Distance-based beaconing: (a) deli
and time-out interval. A node deletes an entry if it
has moved more then k-times the distance d, or after
a maximum time-out of 10 s. Consequently, the
neighbor time-out interval is the minimum of
[k Æ d, 10 s]. Actually, the term time-out interval is
somehow misleading as it is also distance based.
However, we keep the term ‘‘time-out interval’’ for
all approaches to remain consistent. In the second
approach, a neighbor is only deleted from the neigh-
bor table after 10 s independent of the distance the
node moved. For the distance-based approach,
nodes have to store additionally their positions each
time they receive a beacon with the corresponding
entry. Similar as in the time-based approach, we
conducted simulations with two different values of
k. The values are set again to k = 2 and k = 4.5.
With the distance-based approach, we hope to
map the movement of nodes to the beacon and
neighbor time-out interval. Fast moving nodes send
beacons frequently, whereas slow moving nodes
send beacons less frequently. Problems with the
distance-based approach arise if nodes move at
significantly different speeds. Slow nodes only infre-
quently transmit beacons and a fast moving node
passing by may only be within the transmission
range for a few seconds. Likely, the fast node will
not detect the slow moving nodes and thus perceive
a reduced connectivity of the network which makes
it more difficult to forward packets efficiently.

As depicted in Fig. 7, we have the best delivery
ratios of approximately 94% for distances between
d = 10 m and d = 20 m. The results indicate that it
is necessary to make also the time-out interval
dependent on the moved distances. A pure time-
based D is not able to cope efficiently with fast
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moving nodes and entries are deleted too late. For
shorter distances, the delivery ratio decreases due
to the increased network load caused by the large
number of beacon transmissions. A fast node at
40 m/s may transmit up to eight beacons per second.
Unlike the time-based approach, a higher k = 4.5
does not perform much worse than k = 2. The rea-
son is that fast nodes remove entries in the neighbor
tables quickly even for k = 4.5 whereas in the time-
based approach, entries are kept in the neighbor
table independent of the node speed. The delivery
ratio for k = 4.5 is even better than of k = 2 for
short distances d because beacons collide frequently
and cannot be received at the neighbors. With
k = 2, already one not received beacon may cause
the respective node to be removed from the neigh-
bor table, which causes high fluctuation and many
nodes within transmission range are temporarily
not listed in the neighbor tables. Thus, nodes per-
ceive a lower connectivity of the network than it
actually is. For k = 4.5 up to four beacons can be
missed before a node is deleted from the neighbor
table, which increases the perceived connectivity.
In this case, wrongly listed neighbors harm less than
the removal of too many nodes within transmission
range with respect to the delivery ratio. Higher k

values may increase the delivery ratio, but still the
delay is always shorter for smaller k values. This
can be explained by the fact that the increased deliv-
ery ratio comes at the cost of numerous attempts to
forward packets to unreachable neighbors. For
lower k values, there are less nodes stored in the
neighbor table but which have a lower probability
to be unavailable than for higher k values. Thus,
the delivery ratio may suffer due to the poor per-
ceived connectivity, but if a packet is received at
the destination, it is so without choosing too many
unreachable neighbors. Furthermore, the end-to-
end delay is only improved if the neighbor time-
out interval is the minimum of the covered distance
and the maximal time-out of 10 s and not for a
simply time-based time-out.

5.4.2. Speed
In the speed-based approach, the beacon interval

B and the neighbor time-out interval D are corre-
lated to the speed a node is moving at. Each node
calculates its neighbor time-out interval D again as
a multiple k of the beacon interval B. Unlike before,
nodes send their calculated values of D in their bea-
cons. A receiving node then determines the time-out
for this neighbor which equals the minimum of the
neighbor’s D as indicated in the beacon and its
own D calculated from its current speed. With this
enhancement, we hope to overcome the drawback
from the distance-based approach where the deter-
mination of a correct time-out interval between
two nodes moving at different speeds is not solved
satisfactorily. The beacon interval B can be deter-
mined using either a discrete or continuous function
of the nodes’ speed within a predefined time range
[a,b]. The continuous function to calculate the
beacon interval B is given in (5) where v indicates
the current speed of a node and vmax and vmin the
maximal and minimal speed a node can move at,
respectively.

B ¼ aþ ðb� aÞ � vmax � v
vmax � vmin

� �n

: ð5Þ

We set the range of the functions to [1 s,5 s] and
thus have a = 1 and b = 5. We conducted simula-
tions with three different values for n. For n = 1,
the mapping of the speed to the beacon interval is
linear and for n = 2 and n = 4 we obtain polynomial
functions. Although other formulas are possible,
this formula was chosen because it allows expressing
in a simple way the intuitive approach that speed
and beacon intervals either have a simply linear or
polynomial correlation. The polynomial mapping
can be used when higher speeds should yield dispro-
portional shorter beacon intervals. The correspond-
ing graphs are depicted in Fig. 8.

The discrete function for the mapping of the
speed interval [1 m/s,40 m/s] to the beacon interval
is given in Table 2.

The end-to-end delay and the delivery ratio for
these three functions are given in Fig. 9 with



Table 2
Beacon interval at different speeds

Speed [m/s] Beacon interval [s]

1–5 5
5–10 3
10–20 2
20–40 1
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Fig. 9. Speed-based beaconing.
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k = 2, i.e., the time-out interval D is always 2 Æ B.
The discrete and polynomial function with n = 4
perform very well whereas the linear function is only
slightly better than the standard time-based
approaches, cf. Fig. 6. With n = 2 the performance
is about in between the two others as expected, since
the graph is still similar to the linear function. The
better performance of the discrete and polynomial
function with n = 4 is due to the distribution of
the speed of the nodes. It was shown in [44] that
in the random waypoint mobility model more nodes
move at lower speed than at higher. This results in
an average speed of 10 m/s, only almost half of
the arithmetic middle of the speed interval [1 m/s,
40 m/s] in our simulations. The reason is that fast
nodes arrive more quickly at their destination and
then have a uniform probability of choosing a low
speed. The linear function does not account for this
fact. The polynomial function distributes beacon
intervals over a larger range for low speeds. The dis-
crete function was defined with the same objective in
mind. The delay is reduced to around 120 ms and
the delivery ratio increased at the same time to
94%. These results are very promising compared
to the 87% delivery ratio and 210 ms of the standard
GFG/GPSR in the same scenario, i.e., the delay and
packet loss rate could be approximately halved.
5.5. Receiver threshold

Most position-based protocols such as GFG/
GPSR forward packets to the neighbor by reducing
the distance to the final destination. Thus, this
neighbor is normally located close to the transmis-
sion boundary. Exactly these nodes however have
the highest probability of becoming unavailable
soon. By introducing a receiver (Rx) power thresh-
old, we can create a circular gray zone at the trans-
mission range boundary. Beacons received at a
power level less than this Rx-threshold are not pro-
cessed, i.e., nodes in this zone are not considered as
neighbors and data packets are not forwarded to
them. Unlike beacons, data packets received from
these nodes are processed and forwarded as normal.
In reality, transmission ranges may be highly irreg-
ular due to obstacles and interferences. The use of
an Rx-threshold instead of a distance-based thresh-
old has the advantage that it allows to cope with
irregular transmission ranges.

The physical layer of IEEE 802.11 has a typically
receiver sensitivity of approximately �81 dBm.
Together with the transmission power of 15 dBm,
this determines the maximal transmission range of
250 m in the two-ray ground reflection model. We
conducted simulations with several Rx-threshold
between 79 dBm and 71 dBm. We can map this
power levels to distances of 223, 199, 177, 158,
140 m when using the two-ray ground model where
the signal attenuates with 1

d4 for distant nodes. Thus,
only beacons from nodes closer than these distances
are processed.

The delivery ratio first increases and reaches its
maximum of 95% for a Rx-threshold of 75 dBm as
shown in Fig. 10. The difference to the delivery ratio
with other Rx-threshold is only approximately 2%
and not really significantly. The explanation for
the shape of the graph is that for high thresholds
the delivery ratio values degrades because a larger
threshold reduces the effective transmission range
of a node and, thus, the number of neighbors. For
a too high threshold, the connectivity of the net-
work is not guaranteed and packets start being
dropped because no path exists to the destination.
On the other hand, the ratio decreases for lower
thresholds as more unreachable nodes are listed in
the neighbor table and, thus, more incorrect for-
warding decisions are taken. The hop count
increases steadily from about six hops to over 10
hops because for a higher Rx-threshold the distance
to the neighbors is limited. At the same time, the
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end-to-end delay is constantly reduced for higher
thresholds. The reason is that a higher threshold
reduces the wrong routing decisions and thus also
the end-to-end delay, if a packet arrives at the des-
tination. The delay first decreases and then remains
rather constant as the higher hop count and the time
to acquire the medium by IEEE 802.11 at each node
introduce delay as well. We may conclude that
wrong routing decisions have a larger impact on
the delay than the actual hop count in uncongested
networks.

A shortcoming of the current Rx-threshold
implementation is its inability to select the most
appropriate threshold. A fast moving node should
only add close nodes in its neighbor table and con-
sequently choose a large Rx-threshold depending on
the node density. On the other hand, nodes close to
the transmission boundary may be accepted as
neighbors for slow moving nodes. Similarly as in
the speed-based approach, we could map speed of
nodes to Rx-thresholds to solve this problem.

5.6. Estimation of link availability

In this approach, the velocity and direction of
nodes are used to estimate the time when two nodes
are no longer within each others’ transmission
range. In most cases, a node keeps its speed and
direction during a time long enough to reliably pre-
dict its future position during the next few seconds.
Consequently, each node transmits its current speed
and direction in the beacons. Nodes store in their
neighbor table all neighbors with their speed vectors
and label the entry with the time when the beacon
was received. When a node at position A has to
transmit a data packet, it calculates the distance to
a neighbor that was located at position B and mov-
ing with speed vector ~bt seconds ago. This node is
predicted to be at position B0 ¼ Bþ~bt. Assuming
a circular transmission range r, the neighbor is no
longer reachable if the distance AB 0 > r, i.e.,
jBþ~bt � Aj > r. The simulations were conducted
with the same beacon and time-out intervals as for
the pure time-based approach and also again with
two k-values for the ratio between the intervals.
Unlike the time-based approach, the delivery ratio
and the average end-to-end delay is almost indepen-
dent whether the neighbor time-out interval is 2 or
4.5 times the beacon interval as seen in Fig. 11.
The reason is that the prediction of the nodes’
future positions is quite accurate also for a time
interval of 4.5 Æ B. We observe an at least five times
lower end-to-end delay between 25 ms and 50 ms
and a less steep increase for longer beacon intervals
than in the pure time-based scenarios. The link
availability is predicted accurately and wrong rout-
ing decisions are strongly reduced. Note that this
approach again decreases the perceived connectivity
because nodes in the neighbor table may be
removed early. Furthermore, the delivery ratio
increases significantly, e.g., for B = 1.5 s and
D = 6.75 s, we obtained a ratio of approximately
96% compared to 87% with the standard GFG/
GPSR without prediction in Fig. 3.

5.7. Reactive beaconing

As already proposed in [9], we make the beacon-
ing mechanism of GFG/GPSR fully reactive. Only
when a node has to transmit data packets, it solicits
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beacons from its neighbors by transmitting a beacon
request packet. Each node overhearing this request
replies with a beacon to announce its position.
Nodes randomly jitter the transmissions of their
beacons by 1 ms to avoid that all nodes respond
simultaneously and packets interfere at the receiver.
We conducted two simulations where the requesting
node waits 5 ms and 10 ms for incoming beacons
and only then it forwards the data packet to the
‘‘best’’ node. This time has to be set much higher
than the actual jitter of the transmissions as neigh-
bors may have to wait some time to acquire the
medium if many neighbors transmit almost simulta-
neously. The neighbor table is deleted and the whole
process is repeated for the next packet. Nodes oper-
ate on almost accurate neighbor information as the
interval between the beacon and effective packet
transmission is very small.

With this reactive beaconing, we achieved a deliv-
ery ratio of 95% and an average end-to-end delay of
138 ms when the requesting node waits 5 ms as
shown in Fig. 12. The time saved through the more
accurate neighbor table outweighs the additionally
introduced delay of 5 ms per node to acquire neigh-
bor information. As seen before, we can expect
30 ms delay per attempt to route to an unreachable
neighbor. Thus, as long as there is more than one
wrong routing decision in seven hops, the reactive
beaconing should perform better. For a waiting
time of 10 ms, the delivery ratio was even further
increased to 98%, but at the same time also the
end-to-end delay increased to 220 ms. The results
are rather positive, especially if we consider that this
is a very basic reactive version where no optimiza-
tions are implemented, e.g., no caching of positions
or overhead packets.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, we first discussed the reasons for
and the possible impact of inaccurate neighbor
tables in position-based routing. We showed a
strong relation between inaccurate neighbor tables
and the reliability and performance of position-
based routing protocols. These considerations were
emphasized by a theoretical analysis that indicated
that outdated entries in the neighbor tables are the
rule rather than the exception in dynamic networks.
Factors that amplify the inaccuracy are small trans-
mission ranges, long beacon intervals, and high
node mobility. The simulations with two optimal
protocols supported the analytical results and
showed that the delay can increase by more than
an order of magnitude due to inaccurate neighbor
tables. Furthermore, packet losses in uncongested
networks are also mostly due to outdated neighbor
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information and wrong routing decisions. These
analytical and simulation results indicate that
improvements of neighbor information are required
and worthwhile and that position-based routing
protocols which make use of beaconing to obtain
local neighborhood information have strong
limitations.

In the second part of this paper, we then pro-
posed and evaluated several optimizations, which
alleviate the drawbacks of an existing position-
based protocol GFG/GPSR. Already with these
rather simple optimizations, we were able to achieve
significant performance gain. However, the optimi-
zations come at a certain cost and several shortcom-
ings remain. They require either a higher frequency
of beacon transmissions or a larger size of the
beacons, which results in an increased utilization
of network resources and additional overhead. Fur-
thermore, some of the proposed schemes remove
entries in the neighbor table very early in order to
minimize the risk of selecting an unreachable neigh-
bor which may however reduce significantly the
connectivity by not using all available links. Espe-
cially in sparse networks where nodes have only
few neighbors, the network may become discon-
nected and packets may be lost. An unsolved prob-
lem is the case of group mobility often encountered
in reality, where nodes move quickly but their rela-
tive positions remain invariant. In such scenarios,
no beacons may be required as the topology is
almost static. The reactive approach, the approach
enhanced with prediction, and the speed-based
approach showed the best performance in our sim-
ulations. For delay critical applications in highly
mobile networks, a combination of the prediction-
based and speed-based GFG/GPSR may be a pre-
ferred choice because of the shortest delays. The
reactive GFG/GPSR is more appropriate for low
traffic scenarios as it eliminates the proactive broad-
casting of hello messages and, thus, conserves scarce
network resources. One possible application area
are sensor networks with strict constraints on
power-consumption and where traffic may be trans-
mitted very rarely.

Position-based routing protocols are appropriate
for many scenarios ranging from networks with
high mobility to networks with very limited band-
width such as vehicular ad-hoc networks and sensor
networks. However, the results in this paper show
that the impact of outdated neighbor information
caused by mobility and the proactive transmission
of beacons is non-negligible. Therefore, the bea-
con-less position-based routing protocols described
in the related work in Section 2 may be a better
alternative for many scenarios with frequently
changing topologies or scarce network resources.
We hope that the analysis of these impacts and
the evaluation of some possible optimizations in this
paper can give helpful insights and provide guide-
lines to other researchers for the future design of
practical position-based routing protocols. In future
work, we want to evaluate the performance of posi-
tion-based routing protocols with higher traffic
loads. As RTS/CTS does not protect fully from
the hidden node problem, the impact on the perfor-
mance and the beaconing strategies may not be
negligible.
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